The purpose of this note is to record a sort of complement to the theorems of Clark and Ewing [3] and Adams and Wilkerson [1] . In the preceding cited articles it is shown that every polynomial algebra over the Galois field F^, generated by elements of degrees relatively prime to p, which is an unstable algebra over the mod p Steenrod algebra, arises as the ring of invariants of a finite group of order prime to p which is generated by pseudoreflections, and is realized as the cohomology algebra of at least one topological space. For p-groups whose rings of invariants are polynomial the situation is quite different. We have Proposition. Let p be an odd prime and G < GL(n; F^) be a p-group. Suppose that the ring of invariants R* : = Fp[xx,... ,xn]G is a polynomial algebra, where xx,... ,xn all have degree 2. Then R* cannot arise as the Fp cohomology of a space.
Remarks. (1) Since x,,...,xn all have degree 2 there is a unique structure of unstable algebra over the Steenrod algebra on F [xx,...,xn], which in turn induces an analogous structure on R*.
(2) There are many examples of p-groups satisfying the hypothesis of the proposition, for example, the upper triangular matrices in GL(n;Fp). For n = 2 the corresponding ring of invariants is Fp[px, p2] where one may choose px = xx, p2 = xf -x%~xxx. The action of the Steenrod algebra is determined by unstability and the equation Pxp2 -p{~xp2.
(3) Recently, Nakajima [5] has characterized the p-groups G < GL(n; F^,) with a polynomial ring as invariants.
Proof of Proposition. Write R* = Fp[px,...,pn] where degp, «£•••=£ degpn. Let p,,...,pk be the generators of degree 2. (There is always at least one such. To see this set V :-©nF^ and note that V -Ve is a union of orbits consisting of more than one point in each orbit. Since G is a p-group this means | V -Vc\=Q(p) where | | denotes the cardinality of the underlying set. But | V\ -p" and thus |FG| = 0(p), so VG^{0}.)
The elements px,...,pk are then a basis for Ve. Suppose A' is a topological space such that H*(X; F) =* R*. then p,.,... ,pk is the reduction of integral classes, so there is a map But H'(Y; Fp) = 0: 2pr+1 < / < 2pr+2 and i e 0 mod2pr+1. Whence from (*) we get p£ +, = 0 which is a contradiction. D
